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Be a part of a longstanding tradition, join the high turnout at your community’s Remembrance Day service.
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Veterans Memorial Park To Highlight Two Significant Anniversaries

The Garden of Sorrows is a sterile replica of the horrific trenches
of WWI. Consisting of 1,100 sand bags which line this 100 foot
area, it provides a unique opportunity for the visitor to
experience the illusion of stepping down into a trench.
(Submitted)
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years and a Distinguished
year marks the hundredth
Service Award with Halifax
anniversary of the No. 2 Black
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Karen Ewing, the Park’s
founder, says folks may wonder why we are remembering
Newfoundland soldiers here
in Nova Scotia. Her great
uncle was injured in that battle while nearly 300 young
men died, losses that crippled
their homeland for decades.
The connection to Bass
River: Dr. Ewing’s visit to
Beaumont-Hamel in 1999 and
the John Oxenham poem
“Tread Softly Here” inspired
her to design the Veterans
Memorial Park with its
entrance through a trench of
sandbags and barbed wire.
The ceremony begins at
10:45 with O Canada, and

leads to a minute of silence at
11:00, with the presentation
of wreaths to follow. Unique
wreaths are created for this
event from natural boughs,
and can be ordered for $25
from Heather Williams, 902647-2550, by November 5.
As always, everyone is
invited to a time of warm
food and warm fellowship at
the nearby West Colchester
Consolidated School after the
ceremony. The Veterans
Memorial Park welcomes all
who wish to remember and
give thanks for the service
and sacrifices of so many
Canadians.
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The Forgotten Hero’s monument at Veterans Memorial Park, Bass
River, was originally unveiled in 2013. It was the inspiration of 13
year old Noah Trembly, who laid the first wreath at the only
monument in Canada for military and service animals. He
originally conceived the idea of a monument when he was 11
years old and did a project for did a project on animals that
served in the wars and envisioned a monument to honour their
contributions. (Submitted)
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“Lest We Forget”

A fleet of approximately 15 trucks and crew from NB Power stopped off in Truro for a rest break late in the afternoon while making
their way to Cape Breton to assist NS Power dealing with the aftermath of hurricane Matthew which devastated Sydney with $-millions
of damage from wind and flooding. (Rees Photo)
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Ed & Sheila Varner, Owners
Peter Surette ~ Bruce Varner ~ Lois McNutt
Cindy White ~ Andrew Boone
Mattatall~Varner Funeral Home is Truro’s oldest, most
established funeral home offering a combined 100+ years
of professional experience amongst our funeral directors.
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Mattatall ~ Varner Funeral Home
Serving With Dignity, Respect & Understanding Since 1932
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